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Angela brought different
animals for Nursery and
Reception and the children
discussed caring for them
and helping them grow.
What do they need?

Dear parents,
Last week the children enjoyed many science experiences within and beyond the theme of ‘Growth’. Visitors who
came to school included Mrs Avery with a host of animals for Nursery and Reception children to explore. Emily
from Nissan came to Year 2 classes and within STEM discussed her role as an engineer. The children were
encouraged to consider cars for the future. Year 2 classes also caught up with some lost learning in Design
Technology in Year 1. Whilst we were in lockdown, they missed the opportunity to make vehicles with wheels
that rotated. In producing ‘Royal carriages’ as part of the Jubilee theme in the main entrance, some amazing
carriages were designed, made and evaluated by the children. They are now on display in the main
entrance. Class 3 also visited the Glass Centre where they undertook a science experiment.
Myself, Mrs Bell, Mr Green and Mrs Armstrong were very privileged to observe all classes learning in either DT
or Geography this week. We were so impressed with the children’s confidence, their excitement to grasp every
opportunity offered to them, and of course the amazing standards they are achieving. From dinosaur discovery
in Nursery, to tasting French bread, writing instructions for a cream tea and sending rockets they had just
made into the air, all Early Years classes excelled. In Year 1 children’s knowledge about India was so impressive
and Mrs Bell was challenged to be able to answer the questions written in one class. In year 2 cress sandwiches
were made within the Lighthouse Keepers lunch theme and carriages were evaluated. In a discussion
afterwards, Alex and Ethan informed me of the importance of aerodynamics when considering royal carriages
and the significance of load bearing by wheels and axles. My thanks to them all –staff and children. As ever, I
was very proud.
The Ukraine appeal has reached £1 600 and the 3K run information has been sent by seesaw to all families.
SOFIA are supporting Ukraine with any funds raised through this event.
Nursery children loved Muddy Monsters and had their second session this week. Our commitment to maximising
local opportunities and learning outdoors is being enjoyed by children throughout school. We are planning a
block of learning centred on ‘the beach’ after Easter. Care for our environment will filter through this theme.
More information will follow nearer the time.

Class 9 had an exciting day at the Life Centre Newcastle. They
learnt about the planets and space and took part in a science
experiment...

Class 9 enjoy learning
about space –the stars
and constellations inspired
by their visit to the Life
Centre. They designed
and made their rockets.
On Wednesday afternoon,
they launched them ‘into
space’!
GREAT FUN!

The main entrance is
celebrating children’s
work around the
Jubilee.

And Nursery LOVED Muddy Monsters, whilst Year 1 siblings looked on.

